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Minute:  Special meeting of the RSB Audit and Risk Committee 

16.00 14 March 2022 via Zoom 

Present:  Yvonne Finlayson (Chair), John Elliot, Ryan McRobert, Alastair Rennie 

Apologies:  none 

In attendance:  Ann Baxter (NCL), Iain Clark (NCL), Christopher Moore (NCL, Lucy Nutley (Mazars), Suzie 

Graham (Mazars), Ronnie Smith (Regional Chair), Liz McIntyre (SLC), Keith McAllister (SLC), Graham Gillespie 

(Wylie & Bisset), Stephen Pringle (Wylie & Bisset), Diane McGill (Board Secretary), Penny Neish 

1. Chair’s welcome 
The Chair welcomed everyone to the meeting. It was agreed that Item 6 – NCL the internal audit 

reports would be taken before Item 5 on the agenda.  

2. Apologies 

There were no apologies 

3. Declarations of interest 

 There were no declarations of interest. 

SLC Assigned College Business 

4. Report SLC Audit and Risk Committee (ARC) and Board 

 Keith McAllister (KMcA) spoke to his paper and summarised the meeting of the SLC Audit Committee 

meeting on 24 February 2022: 

• Internal Audit:  The Committee reviewed and approved the reports on the 2020/21 credits activity 

and student support funds 

• Financial Statements external audit report 2020/21:  The Committee formally proposed the Finance 

and Resources committee should consider the Financial Statements. 

• Audit Recommendations: members noted the audit recommendations. 

• Risk Management:  Members considered the updated SLC Risk Register.  Following a discussion on 

risk appetite it was agreed this should be considered by the SLC Board. 

• Assurance Framework:  The Acting Principal updated the Committee on work around the 

development of the assurance framework. 

• Internal Audit new appointment:  A workplan is being developed for the term of the appointment of 

the new auditors, Henderson Loggie.   

Liz McIntyre (LMcI) advised the RSB ARC that the SLC Board had met on 10 March and approved the 

accounts and annual audit report. 

The Lanarkshire Board ARC Chair commented that she had not received an invitation to the meeting of 

the SLC Audit Committee as had been previously agreed.  KMcA agreed to make sure that this happened 

in future. 

Action:  KMcA to ensure YF is invited to SLC Audit Committee meetings 
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Regional Business 

 
6. Internal Audit Reports 

6.1 NCL Annual Audit Report 2020/21 

 Wylie & Bisset presented their Internal Audit report 2020/21 for the Lanarkshire Region and stated 

that this report would usually go to SFC in November but because of the delay in the accounts it will 

go to SFC in March.  W&B confirmed the role of the Internal Audit Service is to provide the Regional 

Board, via the RSB Audit and Risk Committee and the College’s Senior Management Team, with an 

objective assessment of the adequacy and effectiveness of management’s internal control systems. 

W&B noted in their report that NCL had adequate and effective processes in place to manage 

achievement of the College’s objectives and proper arrangements to promote and secure value for 

money.  With regard to the Region W&B reported that they noted that SLC’s auditors, Azets in their 

report to the College, had found that SLC had a framework of internal controls in place but that an 

additional review undertaken by a separate team within Azets in May 2021 identified some areas of 

control weakness.  A number of governance issues had also arisen in SLC during the period, but that 

the College has taken action to address the issues raised by Azets and also put in place a Governance 

Improvement Plan which is being monitored by the SLC Board.  Work ongoing to address this. 

 Aside from those two points as a Region, W&B happy overall to give an opinion as being fine in 

relation to governance, risk management and control with the 2 caveats outlined above. 

W&B summarised the work they had undertaken to complete the audit: 60 days were planned at the 

start of the year and actual days delivered totalled 57.  All areas for NCL were given a strong or 

substantial assurance level.  The staff/room utilisation review was postponed to 2021/22.  There 

were no high priority recommendations, 6 medium priority and 17 low priority. 

For SLC the planned days were 33 and that was the number delivered.  The overall assurance level 

was either green or yellow; there were 9 Grade 2 recommendations and 2 Grade 1. 

W&B provide benchmarking data for audits of a similar nature in the previous financial year.  NCL 

figures compared favourably in this exercise against the colleges it has been benchmarked against.  

There was no benchmarking data for SLC. 

W&B agreed KPI targets with NCL at the beginning of the year, all have been met in full with the one 

exception of the provision of management responses to draft reports within 15 working days of the 

receipt of draft reports.  This had been due to COVID and staff absence. 

LMcI commented that in the report W&B had referred to the Governance Improvement Plan and 

said that in relation to the additional Azets report there is a Management Response document which 

is being worked through and will be reviewed again by the SLC Audit Committee on 30 March. 

W&B commented on their difficulty in accessing the second Azets report but said that they would be 

willing to add a sentence into their Internal Audit report reflecting this area of work. 

The Chair thanked the Auditors and the college management team for pulling this together. 

6.2 Regional Funding Report 

In their audit W&B said they had interacted directly with NCL and had reviewed the work 

undertaken by Azets for SLC to achieve a report for the Region. 

This report by W&B provided an audit of the Credits, Student Support Funds (SSF) and Education 

Maintenance Allowance (EMA) returns for Region.  
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Credits:  The audit confirmed the delivery by NCL of 122,156 credits against a target of 134,444.  

Azets confirmed the credit delivery of 49,492 by SLC against a target of 49,201.  W&B audited the 

process to provide the overall assurance for the Region, and confirmed a regional credits delivery of 

171,648 against a target of 181,645.  For 2020/21 SFC has stated that it will not be recovering funds 

relating to grant in aid/fee waiver.  However, no assurance was provided in relation to ESF credits.  

W&B’s report concluded that the funding provided to the Lanarkshire Region for academic year 

2020/21 has been used in accordance with the guidance issued by SFC in all 3 areas. 

LMcI advised that SLC was in dialogue with SFC seeking assurance that the assigned college would 

not be impacted if SFC takes the decision to clawback funds from the Region with regard to ESF 

funding and NCL’s non-achievement of its core credits.  These discussions with SFC are ongoing. 

SSF funds: W&B confirmed that the SSF funds provided to the Lanarkshire Region for 2020/21 is in 

agreement with the records and has been issued in accordance with SFC guidance.  An overclaim of 

£59,951 by SLC has been noted and notified to SFC. 

EMA: Following their review, W&B stated that the funding provided to the Lanarkshire Region for 

2020/21 is in agreement with the records and in accordance with SFC guidance. 

YF thanked the Auditors and the finance teams and management at both colleges for their efforts to 

meet the tight deadlines needed to finalise these documents. 

5. RSB consolidated accounts 

 

5.1 Annual Audit Report 2020/21 

 Lucy Nutley (LN) spoke to the Draft Annual Audit Report by Mazars 

 LN apologised for the lateness in providing the draft report to members of the ARC and accepted 

that this had not allowed time for them to read it and comment.  She acknowledged that there are 

some typos and a few minor factual errors to be corrected which will be done in a couple of days 

and a new draft provided in time for the meeting of the Regional Board on 21 March 2022. 

 LN highlighted key messages in the draft report: 

• The Executive Summary sets out the 3 opinions the External Auditors provide: 

i. On the financial statements:  Mazars anticipates issuing an unqualified opinion without 

modification 

ii. On regularity:  Mazars anticipates issuing an unqualified regularity opinion, indicating that in 

all material respects the expenditure and income set out in the financial statements have 

been applied for the purposes intended 

iii. On other requirements:  That the remuneration and staff report, performance report and 

governance statement have been properly prepared in accordance with the relevant 

legislation. 

Areas of significant risk 

• valuation of land and buildings where SLC’s revaluation this year showed an increase of £17m at 

31 July 2021 

• material valuation uncertainty arises through COVID 

• management over-ride of controls 

• revenue risk 

• expenditure recognition 
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Areas of focus but not necessarily of significant risk: 

• Audit focused on pension valuation which is outwith the college’s control but is a volatile area 

and therefore must be considered a risk: 

• Group assets:  digital funding from SFC.  For the first time it was required that this should be 

treated as capital. 

• Valuation of land and buildings at NCL:  no valuation in-year, so not a significant risk this year but 

needs to be kept under review by management. 

• Consolidation process 

Mazars had nothing to report on any of these areas of focus. 

Wider Scope:  

The External Auditors are required to make a judgement on the 4 dimensions of wider scope work: 

• Financial management – Mazars found no areas of concern 

• Financial sustainability 

• Governance and transparency 

• Value for money – Mazars found no areas of concern 

Financial sustainability:  when the audit plan was set out in June 2021 there was a risk because the 

Business Plan had been written and implemented pre-COVID and may not therefore be realistic for 

the college’s needs in the medium and longer term such as the assumption that SFC would fund 

voluntary severance which they are no longer doing.  During the year it had been decided to use the 

SFC FFR process as a medium-term financial planning tool.  Mazars is content with this approach.  

However, there are a number of risks across the sector, namely annual funding, the requirement for 

further cost efficiencies, which give Mazars cause for concern over the financial sustainability of the 

college. 

 Governance and transparency: risks were raised about dissolution and governance arrangements.  

However, as dissolution is no longer imminent the risk has changed slightly and relates to 

consideration of the governance structure in place to give the RSB an oversight of regional 

governance.  Mazars have raised a wider scope recommendation to review the governance structure 

in place including working to improve the alignment of the respective board and committee meeting 

timetables.  They also support the proposal to have shared committee attendance. 

Additional fee:  LN advised that Mazars are in discussion with Audit Scotland on the additional work 

required around the proposed dissolution and the governance issues in the Region.  This will be 

discussed with the Principal and will go the Regional Board. 

Ronnie Smith (RS) asked Mazars to note that substantial progress has been made around the 

alignment of committees.  Every effort will be made to achieve this wherever possible. 

LN recommended that this is included in the management response. 

YF asked if there would be opportunity for members to comment or identify typos.   

IC financial sustainability is a sector issue and not only in relation to credits.  There are cost of living 

increases, inflation, national bargaining pay awards also form part of the context of the financial 

pressures facing the sector in the coming months and the pressure on college budgets for next year. 

IC commented that the audit was strong although in auditor terms ‘adequate’ is considered as 

strong. 
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Management and members of the ARC were encouraged to advise any comments amendments to 

the review within the next 2 days to Suzie Graham at Mazars. 

Decision: It was agreed that the Audit and Risk Committee would recommend the amended report 

to the Regional Board on 21 March.   

YF thanked the Auditors and to both management teams for the work undertaken to deliver the 

annual report. 

LN thanked the finance teams for their hard work during the audit process. 

5.2 Consolidated accounts 

  

IC spoke to the Regional Financial Statements paper and highlighted the following points: 

• The achievements in terms of performance made by the Region, over a period of significant 

challenge, should not be overlooked 

• Credits:  While SLC achieved their core credit target, NCL did not, although NCL had delivered its 

ESF credit target.  NCL is still waiting to hear from SFC about their decision regarding clawback 

for ESF.  

• Financial performance:  4 different bottom lines, but the underlying operating position on page 

22 are the figures required by Audit Scotland.  IC pointed out that before the potential clawback, 

NCL and its direct subsidiary, AMCOL, made a combined Underlying Operating Surplus of £48k.  

SLC made an operating surplus of £1.6m. 

• IC cautioned the days cash figures on page 23. These figures should not be taken out of context.  

Both colleges have large cash reservices but these are student funds (SSF, ESF, or Erasmus) and 

do not belong to the colleges. 

• In the section on the notes to the financial statements ‘Other Income’ on page 65, IC said that 

comparing the 2020 figures with the 2021 figures demonstrated the impact of COVID and the 

consequent difference in income. 

 Decision: It was agreed that the ARC recommended this report to the RSB Finance Committee. 

5.3 AMCOL Financial Statement 2020/21 

 IC advised that this paper was for information only. 

 

7. Annual Audit and Risk Committee Report 

 The Board Secretary spoke to her paper which sets out the activities of the ARC from August 2020 to 

July 2021 and outlines the main agenda items considered.  These were divided into sections:  

Regional Business, NCL Regional College Business, and SLC Assigned College Business (until 2021 

when in preparation for dissolution the committee considered NCL only business and SLC reported 

direct to the Regional Board).  

The paper sets out the Audit Plan and the areas reviewed, the opinions provided by the auditors and 

COVID and the opinion and process of the external auditors.  The internal audit reviews on internal 

control systems reported to the meetings of the ARC up to the May 2021 meeting have not 

highlighted any major issues which required action by the committee.  ARC Committee receives 

regular updates on the Lanarkshire Region Strategic Risk Report and considers the movement and 

levels of risk. The report also lists other reports received by the ARC over the period.  

 

Decision: The Committee agreed to recommend this report to the Board for approval. 
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General Committee Business 

8. Approval of the publication of Committee Papers 

 i)  the agenda for this meeting 

ii) the minutes of this meeting once approved. 

9. AOB 

RS said that the preparation of the consolidated accounts this year had been protracted and 

challenging.  There had been a lot of interaction between the auditors and SLC, but also the legal 

representatives and SLC, the RSB then showed it to their own legal advisors who picked up a couple 

of points which they saw as weaknesses in the SLC governance statement.  In the interests of 

openness the RSB showed these comments to the Acting Chair and Acting Principal of SLC.  Their 

decision was that they felt they had received adequate legal advice from SLC’s own legal advisors 

and would not change their statement.  RS said that the RSB accepted SLC’s decision on this but that 

it was important pursue transparency at all times. 

 

LMcI said that she agreed on the need for transparency but given the difficulties experienced in 

agreeing the governance statement between the college, their legal advisors and the external 

auditors it was not reasonable to re-open discussions on the basis of different legal advice 

particularly as the statement had been approved by the SLC Board.  LMcI added that discussion on 

further changes would have further delayed the ability of the RSB to approve the regional accounts. 

 

10. Date of next meeting: 

 The date of the next meeting of the ARC Committee is Monday 16 May 2022 at 16.00 

 

 


